
          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

 

C1 - PRIX CHATEAU CAMUS - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - Harness - EUR 

€ 19.500  

 
1. KEBBIE - Was still in contention at the time of her last fault last time, so need only remain wise to have a 
say here 

2. KHEA DRY - Showed little in two starts before improving to win last time. Must confirm that to have a say 
here 

3. KAFIR DE PEN GUEN - Winner of his second start but failed to confirm that improvement when only 7th 
last time. Must reaffirm 

4. KALYPSO MADRIK - Sanctioned twice in his last five starts but did finish 3rd in the other three 

completed outings. Has claims 

5. KALIMA DU GOUTIER - Has looked rather ordinary to this point, so her chances here are limited. Others 

make more appeal 

6. KENZO DE PERVENCHE - Has performed consistently when not disqualified so could get a look in if 
remaining wise. Dark horse 

7. KULTURE DUEM - Did not go unnoticed when finishing 5th at a higher level last time and ought to do 
better in this grade 

8. KERIDA DE VIVOIN - Tends to do well when avoiding disqualification and has caught the eye recently. 
Dangerous to dismiss 

9. KEEP TRUST - Reaffirmed last time (3rd) after a prior disqualification and has regained freshness since. 
On the shortlist 

10. KAROLINE CALINE - Confirmed the promise of her debut 2nd by winning last time and should have 

more to offer. Keep safe 

11. KARMENIA DES PRES - Finished a reassuring 2nd last time and should make her presence felt if 
confirming that improvement 

12. KUEEN'S PRIDE - Won on debut and finished 2nd to an exciting prospect last time, can reconnect with 
success. Follow 

13. KROKEUSE - Has shown her versatility and sufficient means in both codes but has gone off the boil 
recently. Outsider 

14. KATE DES OLIVIERS - Has been struggling for some time now and is unlikely to trouble the judge here, 
so can be ruled out 

Summary : Well-bred KUEEN’S PRIDE (12) has already revealed serious means in her two outings and 
has here an opportunity to return to winning ways, having finished 2nd last time after a winning introduction. 
KAROLINE CALINE (10), however, is likely to give cheek. She confirmed the promise of her debut 2nd by 
winning last time and should continue to improve. KEEP TRUST (9) is also capable of getting into the 
picture given her form and experience. Both KULTURE DUEM (7), who drops in class, and KARMENIA DES 

PRES (11) are others to consider. 

SELECTIONS 

KUEEN'S PRIDE (12) - KAROLINE CALINE (10) - KEEP TRUST (9) - KULTURE DUEM (7) 



          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

C2 - PRIX CHATEAU PONT DE BRION - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 19.500  

 
1. JAIPUR RAJ - Has been gaining momentum with each outing this year, finishing 5th last time. 
Could get a look in here 

2. JAVA DE L'ETRE - Nothing noteworthy to her name for a considerable period now so can be 
ruled out. Others are preferred 

3. JAKADI DE VAUVILLE - Made no impression on his reappearance but is a lot better than that 
form suggests. Not taken lightly 

4. JASON FAC - Has won three of his last five outings, sanctioned in the other two. Need only to 
remain wise to have asay 

5. JOYFUL FRIEND - Seldom far off the mark but needs to spark some improvement to be 
competitive in this race. Outsider 

6. JUSTICE D'ORGUEIL - Has shown signs of improvement recently so could get a look in here 
if building on that. Place chance 

7. JULIAN DARK - Reassured last time by winning at Castéra-Verduzan. Can stake a claim if 
confirming that improvement 

8. JUNINHO - Has been struggling for some time now and is unlikely to trouble the judge here. 
Can be ruled out 

9. JUSSEO - Continues to distinguish himself, maintaining a good level of form and consistency 
since April. Can win 

10. JOYEUSE SMART - Usually does well when avoiding disqualification so could stake a claim 
if applied. Not underestimated 

11. JOULYO VITA - Disqualified last time but is otherwise a consistent performer, confirmed 
barefoot. Can make amends 

12. JASMIN DE RIVIERE - Showed early promise but has been off the boil for some time now, so 
must reaffirm. Just watch for now 

Summary : Irreproachable since his return to the track in April, JUSSEO (9) offers the most 
guarantees of these entrants and is taken to reconnect with success. Beware, however, of 
JOULYO VITA (11) who is capable of erasing his recent faux pas by fighting for victory.  JASON 
FAC (4) has serious ability and can also join that fight if avoiding disqualification. JULIAN DARK 
(7) could get into the picture if building on the improvement of his recent success. 

SELECTIONS 

JUSSEO (9) - JOULYO VITA (11) - JASON FAC (4) - JULIAN DARK (7) 



          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

C3 - PRIX CHATEAUX RESPIDE/LAMOTHE DESPUJOLS - 2800m (a1 

3/4m) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. ISLEY GRIFF - Finished a reassuring 2nd last time and is well positioned on the front row to 
stake a claim if confirming 

2. IGOR DES COUPERIES - Tends to do well when not disqualified but has proven very 
complicated. Hard to trust but not incapable 

3. IRUS DE GUEZ - Versatile and seldom far off the mark when not disqualified. Switches codes 
after a recent 4th under the saddle 

4. IRON BOND - Undeniably capable but has gone off the boil in three starts this year. Could 
reaffirm racing fully unshod 

5. IDEAL D'ORMOY - Unreliable and out of sorts at present but is capable of staking a claim in a 
race of this nature. Dark horse 

6. INDIGODARCHE - Inconsistent but has sufficient means and does tend to do well when 
applied. Hard to trust but dangerous to dismiss 

7. INVISIBLE D'ISI - Has been in poor form in both codes recently and that does not bode well 
for his chances here. Overlook 

8. IONIS BOCAIN - Capable but complicated in equal measure. Sanctioned in his last two starts 
but worth another chance 

9. IKY JOY - Has maintained a good level of form and consistency of late, so deserves to be 
rewarded. One to beat 

10. IF DE FRECA - Consistent performer in this class and usually does well racing barefoot, so 
has every chance. Shortlisted 

11. INDIEN DE BRY - Hardly performs the same in consecutive races but is not devoid of ability. 
Could get a look in if applied 

12. INDIEN - Tends to do well when avoiding disqualification and has caught the eye on 
occasion. Not taken lightly 

13. IGOR DU TRUFIER - Consistent for the most part and is proven under these conditions. 
Should have a role to play at this level 

Summary : IKY JOY (9) acquitted himself well in the benchmark race at Toulouse last month 
and, having been carefully prepared for this event, looks formidable. Proven at this level, IF DE 
FRECA (10) is likely to pose the biggest threat, with IONIS BOCAIN (8) also capable of joining 
the fight for victory. IGOR DU TRUFIER (13) arrives in good order and should not be neglected 
either. 

SELECTIONS 

IKY JOY (9) - IF DE FRECA (10) - IONIS BOCAIN (8) - IGOR DU TRUFIER (13) 



          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

C4 - PRIX CHATEAU LEHOUL - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - Class F - Harness - EUR 

€ 20.000  

 
1. HADES DE SUCE - Sanctioned on his reappearance for the third consecutive time, so is hard 
to make a case for. Overlook 

2. HARKONNEN - Regularly a case of all or nothing. Has sufficient means but must avoid 
disqualification to stake a claim 

3. HEROINE DE CHOISEL - Barefoot now after an encouraging (5th) comeback, so has 
legitimate ambitions. Should have her say 

4. HULK CHANTEREINE - Not at his best last time (7th) but is likely to do better here racing 
unshod on all four feet. On the shortlist 

5. HEROS DES PLEIGNES - Seldom far off the mark in this code when applied but is probably 
more effective under the saddle. Best watched for now 

6. HONNEUR D'ENFER - Inconsistent sort but he does tend to do well when applied. Hard to 
trust but is as hard to rule out 

7. HATOUT DE CONNEE - Finished a disappointing 7th last time but has been consistent for the 
most part. Can do better back on a left-handed track 

8. HUMBERSTON - Reassured with a victory last time and should be competitive if confirming 
that improvement. Keep safe 

9. HYPERION DU BOCAGE - Runner-up in his last two starts and is presented with the 
confidence of his trainer. Winning chance 

10. HOURAGAN DU LYS - Has nothing noteworthy to his name for a considerable period now so 
can be ruled out. Others preferred 

Summary : HYPERION DU BOCAGE (9) is currently in great shape and sets the standard here. 
HEROINE DE CHOISEL (3) made a pleasing (5th) reappearance and is likely to be competitive if 
making the expected improvement. HARKONNEN (2) is delicate but has the means to stake a 
claim too. HULK CHANTEREINE (4) has done little wrong racing barefoot, so is not without a 
chance either. 

SELECTIONS 

HYPERION DU BOCAGE (9) - HEROINE DE CHOISEL (3) - HARKONNEN (2) - HULK 

CHANTEREINE (4) 



          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

C5 - PRIX CHATEAU BRONDELLE - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - Class F - Harness - 

EUR € 24.000  

 
1. GIANT SPACE - Has nothing noteworthy to his name to warrant consideration here and can 
be ruled out. Overlook 

2. GINKO D'OCCAGNES - Delicate has sufficient means. Continues to blow hot and cold but 
need only remain wise to stake a claim 

3. GOLD DE LA POTEL - Nothing noteworthy to his name for a considerable period now, so can 
be ruled out. Others preferred 

4. GUERRIER JIHAIME - Has looked distinctly ordinary for some time now, so his chances are 
limited even at this level. Overlook 

5. GANADOR - Has been struggling for some time now and is unlikely to trouble the judge here. 
Can be ruled out 

6. GRANDE MALICE - Unreliable mare but she is not incapable of staking a claim in a race of 
this nature. Dangerous to dismiss 

7. GRAVELLE PAGUERIE - Inconsistent but, judged on her best references, is not incapable of 
making her presence felt here. Watch 

8. GRAAL DE TILLARD - Tends to do well when not disqualified so could have a say if avoiding 
disqualification. Dark horse 

9. GUTENBERG DE DYPP - Finished a reassuring 2nd last time and needs only to confirm that 
improvement to reconnect with success 

10. GOSSIP - Has been struggling for form and consistency of late but has the means to get into 
the picture. Outsider 

11. GRANDE CAMPO - Undeniably capable but has gone off the boil recently, so must reaffirm. 
Hard to trust but is not ruled out 

12. GAILLARDE QUERAY - Usually does well when not disqualified and has caught the eye on 
occasion. Not one to underestimate 

13. GLOSS FOUTEAU - Out of sorts but is well engaged at the limit of earnings and has been 
carefully prepared for this event. Capable of better 

Summary : GUTENBERG DE DYPP (9) returned to form (2nd) last time and, on that evidence, is 
marginally preferred ahead of GLOSS FOUTEAU (13) who, although out of sorts, is undeniably 
capable and makes the trip with justified ambitions. On a good day, GINKO D'OCCAGNES (2) 
could fight for the top spot too. GAILLARDE QUERAY (12) has lost his form but could redeem 
himself in this grade/company. GRAVELLE PAGUERIE (10) will appeal to lovers of outsiders. 

SELECTIONS 

GUTENBERG DE DYPP (9) - GLOSS FOUTEAU (13) - GINKO D'OCCAGNES (2) - 

GAILLARDE QUERAY (12) 



          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

C6 - PRIX CHATEAU CLOS TOURMILLOT - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - Class G - 

Harness - EUR € 24.000  

 
1. HICOKO DU SOLEIL - Showed signs of improvement last time and could get a look in if 
confirming that form. Place chance 

2. HIPPY DE BENAC - Has looked distinctly ordinary for some time now, so his chances are 
limited even at this level. Overlook 

3. GAIA DE VISAIS - Has nothing noteworthy to her name for a considerable period now, so can 
be ruled out. For another day 

4. HOPEFUL DREAM - Finished a reassuring 2nd last time and should be competitive if 
confirming that improvement. Respect 

5. HELP THE BEATLES'S - Irreproachable this year, maintaining a good level of form and 
consistency. Proven under the conditions, will be a factor 

6. HOPE - Complicated but capable sort who has won two of his last three. Up in class here but 
warrants respect 

7. FAVORITE DE VAL - Consistent performer in this class and arrives in good order with solid 
form references. Has every chance 

8. HERMES DE GIRONDE - Enjoying a productive spell at present and should continue to do 
well, having caught the eye at this track last time. Player 

9. HULK DE TILLARD - At the top of his game at present, winning two of his last three and 
finishing 2nd in three of his last five. One to beat 

10. GLYCINE D'ALBRET - Has been struggling for some time now and is unlikely to trouble the 
judge here. Others are preferred 

Summary : In full possession of his means, HULK DE TILLARD (9) is likely to win the majority of 
votes. Consistent HERMES DE GIRONDE (8) caught the eye at this track last time and, with 
another competitive showing expected, could pose a threat. HELP THE BEATLES’S (5) is 
enjoying a profitable campaign and should once again have a role to play, which also applies to 
FAVORITE DE VAL (7) who can stake a claim too. Last-start winner HOPE (6) rises in class but 
makes the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

HULK DE TILLARD (9) - HERMES DE GIRONDE (8) - HELP THE BEATLES'S (5) - 

FAVORITE DE VAL (7) 



          FRIDAY, 21/07/23 

C7 - GD PRIX DES VIGNERONS DE LANGON-DYNAVENA - 2800m (a1 

3/4m) - Class D - Harness - EUR € 33.000  

 
1. GALEA MIP - In good form of late and ran well when third at this course last time out. Barefoot 
this time and should fight out the finish 

2. EL PACO - Has been in good form this year with four wins. Not disgraced when third last time 
out and could finish in the money 

3. GAINFUL DELO - Remains barefoot. Fit and is in good form at the moment. Two good recent 
runner-up runs and deserves respect 

4. GUESS FOUTEAU - On a long losing streak and has been disappointing of late but she has 
been runner-up twice this year and is clearly in with a chance 

5. GOLFEUR DES LOYAUX - Showed improvement when fifth last time out but is on a long 
losing streak and is battling this year. Others are preferred 

6. GAJAC - Disappointing and unreliable since last win. Three disqualifications in last six runs 
make him hard to trust. Might place 

7. GALANT DE CAREL - A bit unreliable since winning in April but he is distance suited and can 
get involved with the finish 

8. EPERON DE FRECA - Remains barefoot. Knows how to win and was not disgraced when 
runner-up last time out. Consider 

9. DIABOLO - Well tried this year and has been disappointing. He has lost his way of late and 
others are preferred 

10. DIVIN DU RENOUARD - In fair form of late but is on a long losing streak and is better when 
barefoot. Not barefoot now and others are preferred 

11. GALANT GALAA - A bit disappointing of late and is probably better when barefoot. Needs to 
find a few lengths to win this race 

12. FANGIO COBO - Disappointing this year with three disqualifications. Has also run some fair 
races but is hard to trust. Might place 

13. GOLD MENCOURT - Yet to win this year but has been consistent of late and he is capable of 
winning in this line-up 

Summary : GOLD MENCOURT (13) is the pick for the lucky last race. He will give them 25m 
start but he might just reel them in. GUESS FOUTEAU (4) has been disappointing of late but did 
better earlier this year and has a winning shot. GALEA MIP (1) ran well when third at this track 
last time out and will be barefoot this time. GALANT DE CAREL (7) is distance suited and is not 
out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

GOLD MENCOURT (13) - GUESS FOUTEAU (4) - GALEA MIP (1) - GALANT DE CAREL (7) 

 


